A new like-U type flexure hinge structure is provided, based on Castigliano's second theorem and calculus theory, taking the centrifugal angle parameters as the integration variable, and defining the intermediate parameters, it deduces the analytic computational formula for the like-U type flexure hinge flexibility. By changing the structural parameter of the flexure hinge, it is able to transform four different structure flexure hinges, and the deduced analytic computation formula can be applied to all of these four structures flexure hinges. After analyzed twelve flexure hinges of different structures by applying finite-element method, it is found that the results are in good agreement with the results of analytic computation formula; thus verify the validity of the analytic computation formula, realize accurate design and computation for such flexure hinges, and provide the theoretical base for technical application of like-U type flexure hinge.
INTRODUCTION
Due to the development of aerospace and aviation technology, it requires not only the high resolution but also the micromation of the size and dimension in order to realize the deflection bearing in small area. After various experiments exploring of different types elastomeric bearing, people progressively develop the flexure hinge with small dimension, without mechanical friction and without gap. Then, flexure Hinge is widely used in gyroscope, acceleration meter, precision balance, missile control nozzle shape waveguide antenna and etc. immediately, and it achieves unprecedented high precision and stability. In recent years, flexure hinge has been also applied in precision displacement operating stage and field of robot [1] .
Currently for the study of flexure hinge, the researchers focus on various performance objective of various structure flexure hinges. Y.Tian of Tianjin University, brought V type flexure hinge structure, deduced the flexibility computation formula for V type flexure hinge, and analyzed the stiffness properties and motion precision properties in different load and along different axis, and conducted the finite-element verification [2] . Researchers such as Zhang Jing zhu and Xu Cheng studied single-axis straight circular arc flexure hinge [3] ; researchers such as Nicolae Lobonity studied the rotation capacity, rotation accuracy, maximum stress and strain efficiency of double axis flexure hinge, and verify its correctness by applying biaxial flexure hinge parabola [4] ; Researchers such as Chen Guimin focused on the properties of elliptical flexure hinge to conduct the analytical computation [5, 6] ; Researchers such as Ren Ning conducted the computation for the stiffness of quadratic curve straight beam composite flexure hinge, and analyzed the influence of structure parameters to the stiffness [7] [8] [9] ; Researchers such as Liu Qingling Studied the variable section flexible hinge and unilateral REC mixed flexible hinge [10] [11] ; Zhou Xiaolin, etc calculated rotation stiffness of straight circular flexible hinges, obtained parameters of flexible hinge how it affects the stiffness of the flexible hinge in PW full model, PW simplified model and WZ model [12] ; Zhang Zhijie, etc analyzed and calculated the secant curve shaped flexible hinge [13] ; Cao Feng and Cheng Aiwu respectively analyzed and calculated biaxial elliptical and straight round flexure hinges [14] [15] .
This article provides a like-U Type Flexure Hinge which is able to transform four different structures by changing the main structure parameters; based on the Castigliano second theorem, applying the calculus theory, taking the eccentric angle parameters as the integration variable [5] , and defining the proper intermediate parameters, it deduces the flexibility analytic computation formula that can be applied to all of these four different structures flexure hinges. After analyzed twelve flexure hinges of different structures by applying finite-element method, it is found that the results are in good agreement with the results of analytic computation formula; thus verify the validity of the analytic computation formula, realize accurate design and computation for such flexure hinges, and provide the theoretical base for technical application of like-U type flexure hinge.
FLEXIBILITY CALCULATION AND MODEL

Flexibility Model
The formulation that follows is based on the following simplifying assumptions:(1) The flexure hinges consist of two symmetric cutouts ; The flexure hinges are modeled and analyzed as small-displacement fixed-free Euler-Bernoulli beams subjected to bending produced by forces and moments; axial loading is also considered while shearing and torsional effects are not taken into account.(2) Flexure hinge is the linear elastic body. The model of like-U Type Flexure Hinge is showed in Fig. (1) symmetrical curve in flexure hinge is formed by straight line and elliptical arc or circular arc, so for the like-U Type Flexure Hinge, "a"means elliptical arc semi-major axis; "b" means semiminor axis; "W" means hinge's width; "m" means kerf width; "n " means depth of kerf line section; "t" means the minimum thickness of the hinge. As showed in Fig. (2) , when and , it is the straight U elliptical arc flexure hinge, when and , it is the elliptical arc U type flexure hinge; when and , it is the straight U circular arc flexure hinge; when and , it is the circular arc U type flexure hinge, and in this article, all of these four structures are called like-U Type Flexure Hinge. In this paper, choose the straight U elliptical arc flexure hinge which has the general parameters as the object to do the mechanical analysis, as shown in Fig. (3) , the Cartesian coordinate frame is utilized where the origin is located at the minimum thickness of the flexure hinge, and the x and y axes are in the height and longitudinal directions, respectively,. In the mechanical analysis, set the upper end as the fixed end, and the lower end as the free end; in order to facilitate the integral calculus computing, conduct the infinitesimal dividing for the model which is based on the Cartesian coordinates, apply load on O point, the displacement generate on O point; As shown in Fig. (4) , segment the integral region for the divided infinitesimal, and set infinitesimal thickness as dx and set eccentric angle as , as shown in 
Flexibility Computation
In order to derive closed-form compliance equations of filleted U-shaped flexure hinges, the Castigliano's second theorem is adopted and written as follows:
In this, " "is the structural distortion energy, is generalized force, is displacement corresponding to force, curving distortion energy is (2) tension distortion energy is Fig. (4) . The flexibility calculate partition. (3) in the formula, " " is the elastic modulus of the material, and " "is the moment of inertia, then there is: (
1) Angular compliance about z-axis
The flexure hinge subjected to the bending moment M z will rotate about z-axis, and the angular displacement is denoted by α z , the compliance equation is developed as follows: (4) The application of force at the free end of the flexure hinge can generate bending moment acting on the hinge, the compliance equation about z-axis is obtained as follows:
Among them:
(2) Angular compliance about y-axis
The angular displacement of the "y" axis is generated by two parts of load, the angular displacement generated by moment " " and the angular displacement generated by force " ", their flexibilities are:
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Among them: 
The linear distortion " " along " " axis generated by moment " ", the flexibility expression is
According reciprocal theorem, there is:
(4) Linear compliance along -axis
The flexure hinge can generate linear displacement along y-axis due to the bending moment . and force , The linear compliances along -axis are respectively given as follows:
C y−F y × 10
The linear distortion " " generated by moment " ", the flexibility expression is: (11) on the basis of reciprocal theorem, there is: (5) Linear compliance along -axis The linear distortion " " generated by force , the linear compliances along x-axis are given as follows: (12) 
FINITE ELEMENT SIMULATION AND ANALYSIS
In order to verify the flexibility formula, for the four structures Like-U type flexure hinges, we select three groups totally twelve models to conduct the model analysis, fix the upper end, and apply unit load on centre of symmetry "O" point:
, , , the models of four types flexure hinge finite-element analysis are showed in Fig. (6) , the Physical parameters and geometric parameters of flexure hinges is shown in Table 1。the contrast result of finite element analysis and analytical solution is shown in Table 2 . It can be seen that the results between the finite element analysis and closed-form equations are in good agreement with the maximum deviation being less than 9%.
CONCLUSION
This article provides a like-U Type Flexure Hinge which is able to transform four different structures by changing the structure parameters, and deduces the flexibility analytic computation formula that can be applied to all of these four different structures flexure hinges. The process of formula deducing and computing are very intricacy, but the result is simplified by defining the intermediate parameters; the maximum deviation between analytic computation formula result and finite-element analysis result is less than 9%, which proves the validity and reasonability of the deduced computation formula and provides the theoretical base for technical application of like-U type flexure hinge. 
